The veracity of bibliographic citations and references will be responsibility of the author(s) of the article.

1. Citations in the text

- If the sentence includes the author’s surname, only enter date in parentheses: *Surname (year)*
- If the sentence does not include the author, it is written the surname and date in parentheses: *(Surname, year)*
- If the work has more than two authors, cite the first time with all the surnames: *Surname, Surname, Surname, year*
  - In the following indications will only be necessary to write the surname of the first author, followed by the phrase *et al.*: *Surname *et al.* (year)*
  - If there are more than six authors, will use *et ál.* From the first mention.
- Different reference works in the same quote:
- *(Surname author1, Surname author2 and Surname author3, year)*
- Quotations within the text:
  - With an extension of up to 40 words:
    - *Surname (year): «direct quote» (p.XX)*
    - *(Surname, year, p.XX)*
  - With an extension of more than 40 words:
    - *Surname (year): (1 space)*
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Surname, X. (year). Title. City. Publisher. Doi: xxxxxxxxxxxxx

- In the electronic documents:
  - Does not include the database name consulted, except theses and electronic books.
  - In corresponding reference, according to the type of document, will add “Retrieved in http://xxxx” without the consultation date, and continuation of the DOI, if it exists:

- **Books**

  - **Entire work:**

    Surname. X. (year). Title. City. Publisher.

  - Book with editors or coordinators:
    - Surname, X., Surname. X. (Coords.). (year). Title. City. Publisher.

  - Book with different authors. It will be accept 6 authors as maximum:

- **Book chapter:**


  - **Articles in periodic publications**

    Surname, X. (year). Title of the article. Title of publication, vol., n°, pp. xx-xx.

  - **Papers, Congress, Conferences and Seminars**

    Surname, X. (year). Title of the paper. Name of the Congress, City, Date XX-XX month.

  - **Thesis**

    Surname, X. (year). Title. (Unpublished master’s or doctorate). Name of Institution, location.